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EDITORIAL
Forming closer links with other Sections of the Society and with like-minded people across the world is one of the
most encouraging parts of editorship and, in addition to receiving a report from Marie Harkness of the newlyformed Irish Regional Association (see page 15) we are featuring a two-page article on Meditation & Art submitted
by Pat Preble of San Francisco. Besides being a recognised West Coast of America artist working in print-making,
photography and ceramics, Pat is an initiate in the Sufi Healing Order, an advanced teacher of Tai Chi Chuan and
practitioner of Chi Gung. She has survived two near-death experiences (perhaps we can persuade her to relate what
must be some very interesting stories) and here she investigates Meditation, Art & the Archetypal Realms.
Willis Harman is Emeritus Professor of Engineering at Stanford University and President of the Institute of Noetic
Sciences in California. His article on changing the self was originally written for ‘The Quest’ magazine in 1993
but, with so many world problems crowding in upon us, it seems appropriate to re-publish it now.
Robert Brydon needs very little introduction; a Scottish member for many years, his expertise was called upon in
the last issue to offer insights into aspects of ‘The Da Vinci Code’. Here he casts some light on the mysteries of
Mithraism and he wonders if it ever made a brief appearance in Scotland.
Mary Anderson is the Society’s International Secretary but, being a Fife lassie, she often makes visits to her
homeland. She also lectures in French and German and the answer she gives to a frequently-asked question is
helpful as it deals with the fundamental principles but, as she says, Theosophy is a voyage of discovery. W.Q.
Judge called it a vast ocean and we have to journey through many, many lifetimes before reaching our destination,
which in turn will lead to further voyaging.
Tony and Nat Bondar have recently arrived in Scotland from Ireland, where they were members of the Limerick
Lodge. Nat used to attend a theosophical study group with her mother in their home city of Cherkassy in Ukraine,
reading ‘The Secret Doctrine’ in Helena Roerich’s Russian translation. Tony, who has supplied the article on their
work with crystals, had a partnership in a specialist esoteric bookshop in London during the ‘80s, attending
meetings at the English Section’s London HQ, before moving to Ireland via Cardiff. Now they live in Crieff,
Perthshire with their baby daughter and are currently conducting research into the development of higher
consciousness in children.
Surendra Narayan is the Society’s past Vice-President and writes regularly in ‘The Theosophist’ magazine, from
which this article on ‘Union is Strength’ was adapted. Elsewhere in this issue you will find references to those
groups which still insist that the Bible is literally the word of God, beyond question. This blind faith in scriptural
texts inevitably leads to intolerance and condemnation of non-believers. This futile preoccupation with, for
instance, an historical Jesus must be replaced with transformative understanding, leading to the Christ
Consciousness of the Gnostics. Clement of Alexandria echoed the Greek Delphic Oracle when he said: "Know
yourself, for when a man knows himself he knows God.” This is the One Consciousness, the shared essence, the
realisation of which will lead to much needed non-separateness.
– Alan Senior
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MEDITATION, ART & THE ARCHETYPAL REALMS
Part 1 – The Zen of Painting
by Pat Preble

A

ll human beings have the ability to connect with the inner creative process (artists do
not have an inside line on creativity, the ones we call artists have simply spent more
time developing it). Making art of any sort takes place as a process of meditation. In order
to render a landscape, still life, or portrait the artist must be consciously present within the
context of the painting. In Zen terms it is called “being fully there in the present moment”.
This concentration is needed to see minute aspects of what is before the eye, but which
hemisphere of the brain is responding to the visual input? That is the secret of art.
Researchers into the abilities of left and right brain have noted that the left brain creates
stereotypes, using them to class phenomenon into easily labelled boxes of perception, in
order to make sense of what otherwise would be an overwhelming influx of separate and
distinct sense impressions. Consider the word ‘tree’; what does it refer to, artistically? If
asked to draw a tree, a person unschooled in art might produce a wavy balloon shape on a
stick. This is a primitive form of hieroglyphic language-making that originates in the left
brain’s speech centre. Anyone can recognize the image as that of a tree… communication
is complete and the left brain has done a good job (see drawing below).
In Zen there are numerous stories of the teacher
asking the student: “But have you really seen the
tree?” When you focus, breathe with attendance in
the present moment and, looking at a tree, you will
see many more things than if you glance at it in
passing, while your mind is filled with thoughts of
tasks that must be completed by the end of the day.
Try it: sit in a park, counting your in and out breaths
while silently looking at a tree (two hundred are
usually enough to still the mind). Then note what
you see. The leaves are not all the same shape and
colour, whilst some are illuminated by the sun and
others are in shadow.
Even within the shadow
areas you will see light, and the upper canopy of the
tree is not all solid leaves… If you take a careful
look, you will
look you will discern sky appearing through gaps in the leaves and branches. And the
branches are not straight; like a mapmaker tracing a road, you will notice all the little twists
and turns made by the branches, with no two the same. The trunk may not be straight, too;
some reflect a kind of spiral-shaped movement of growth. The whole tree, in fact, may
look like a dancer frozen in a moment of time, caught in a spiralling dance of growth. So,
rendered as such by an artist, the viewer might say: “Ah, this is really a true depiction of a
tree.” But actually it is only the artist taking the time needed to really see the tree.
In Taoism there is a practice called ‘standing with a tree’. In this system trees are
understood to be transmitters of chi, the life force. The esoteric work trees do with the
planetary body is to transmit chi from the earth into the sky. Try relaxing, facing the tree
and standing with your feet shoulder-width apart, knees relaxed and slightly bent (not
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locked back, which many people do). Now, with your palms placed on the trunk at waist
level, as if getting ready to hug the tree, keep a good twelve inches between the trunk of
your body and the trunk of the tree, breathing slowly and easily for a count of 200 breaths,
whilst thinking no thoughts in particular - rather like a baby, just happy to be in the park.
Now you will connect into the circuit of the tree’s energy transmission… I like to hold
feelings of love as I do this, imagining all stress draining out of my feet into the ground,
holding the tree with love being transmitted from my hands. The tree gives energy and
Taoist monks will stand for hours with trees as a health and longevity practice. If you clear
your mind and hold yourself open, it is possible that you may connect with some
interesting thoughts the tree may be transmitting. An impossibility? Native Americans
called trees ‘the Standing People’ and honoured them as another tribe of beings.
Switching from left brain to right brain
perception requires a little effort and most
people experience pain and frustration
when they attempt to get something representational down on paper. The left brain
just does not want to let go of its
stereotypes and, because of this, most
people give up, saying: “I can’t draw!” But
if they would just stick with it a bit longer
the left brain would eventually relent,
allowing the right brain to begin to register
impressions.
This moment, too, can be
disconcerting as the hand fumbles in the
effort of trying to capture the many details
flooding into conscious perception (see
‘Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain’ by
Betty Edwards).
Once one has made the shift from left brain
to right brain perception, the ability to
render natural forms begins to develop.
An
avenue
has
opened
in
the
eye/brain/mind to receive information and
tra
transmit it through the hand to render what is seen. Within this very deep process of
meditation the mind can open to obtain an inflow, allowing us to access higher planes of
perception, able to render a feeling of the archetypal realm now taking form in the physical
world (see coloured picture above).
(Continued on Page 20)

“In that light, the trunks of the large beech and the elm had that peculiar quality of grey-green
that one finds in old woods where the earth is soft and covered with leaves. Walking among
them you had the feeling of the wood – not of the separate individual trees with their particular
shapes and forms – but rather of the entire quality of all the trees. There was no separation
between you and the tree and the varying, astonishing colours of the sparkling light on the holly.
You, the observer, had ceased and so the division, as space and time, had come to an end.”
(from ‘The Only Revolution’ – J. Krishnamurti)
“Trees can help to re-awaken the power within us to communicate and co-operate with the
inner side of nature
for the healing of ourselves and our planet, that we may come to know the oneness of all life.
When we meditate in
a garden or forest we can become aware that4 we are part of a much greater whole, uniquely
ourselves but also deeply connected – to each other, to nature, to our planet and to the cosmos.”
(Coleen McIvor, New Zealand theosophist)

From the Archives…

DRAFT HISTORY OF THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IN SCOTLAND
1884-1889
The Theosophical Society was started in 1875 in New York with Madame Helena Petrovna Blavatsky [HPB]
and Col. Henry Steel Olcott as its principal founders. Col. Olcott was its first President. The first European
Lodge was founded in London in 1878. Col. Olcott and HPB then set out for India.

H.P Blavatsky

H.S. Olcott

The second European Lodge to be founded was in Scotland in 1884. It came about after Col. Olcott spoke on
the topic: "Theosophy - What it is and What it is Not" to a crowded audience at the Oddfellows Hall in
Edinburgh on 17th July that year.
As THE THEOSOPHIST of October 1884 reported it:
A number of respectable ladies and gentlemen applied to the President-Founder for information about the
Society, and as it was evident that the materials for a working Branch could be got together, he then and
there organized one with the title of the "Scottish Theosophical Society." Mr. Robert M. Cameron was
chosen President pro. tem., Mr. E. D. Ewen, Corresponding Secretary pro. tem., and other officers were
temporarily selected, it being thought advisable to postpone the permanent organization of the Branch until
it should be seen what additional members would come in.
In Col. Olcott's diary, published as ‘Old Diary Leaves’, he mentions that before travelling to Edinburgh
he visited Ravenstone in Wigtonshire, Scotland, the seat of Lord Borthwick who is described in the same
article in THE THEOSOPHIST as:
a warm friend of our Society, a nobleman who is one of our Fellows, and who did everything in his power
to make the Colonel's stay at his delightful country-seat pleasant.
He goes on to report that after the meeting:
Among those who came up to shake me by the hand, was a gentleman who said that the views expressed in
the lecture were identical with those which he preached from his own pulpit.
I found, upon
inquiry, that he was the most popular Presbyterian minister in Edinburgh, and I must say I was
astonished that he had recognized in Theosophy the spirit of his particular form of creed, for, having been
brought up in it myself, I had always associated it with all that was narrow, bigoted, and hateful: the
embodiment of religious tyranny.
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During the meeting he declared a great destiny for Theosophy in Scotland:
When the day of liberty dawns, then — as I told the Edinburgh colleagues when forming the branch—I
shall expect Scottish Theosophists to outstrip all others in spreading the Ancient Wisdom throughout
the world.
(OLD DIARY LEAVES Third Series, p.160-162)
In the REPORT OF THE SCOTTISH LODGE (interestingly it has changed its name) to the first
EUROPEAN SECTION CONVENTION in 1891 it states:
The Scottish Lodge was first founded and received its charter in July, 1884, on the occasion of Col. Olcott's
visit to Edinburgh. The Lodge then consisted of seven members, the Secretary being specially empowered by
Col. Olcott to initiate members, etc. in any part of Scotland, the Scottish Lodge to be the Mother Lodge of
Scotland. For some time there was very little activity in the Lodge.
This was confirmed in a later volume by Col. Olcott:
I formed the Scottish T. S., giving it, as I had the Bengal T. S. of Calcutta, a general superintendence and
leadership over future Scottish Branches.
The January 1886 issue of THE THEOSOPHIST reported on the death of Mr. Robert M. Cameron, the first
Scottish President, who was a pen maker.
The same year the Dublin Lodge was founded. The following year,1887, the Blavatsky Lodge was formed
around Madame Blavatsky, then living in London.
We know that in 1888 Col. Olcott was again in Scotland; he reports:
The tour of 1888 took me to London, Liverpool, Cambridge, Glasgow, Paris, and Bologna.
(OLD DIARY LEAVES Fourth Series, 1887-1892)
The same year the Esoteric Section was formed. That autumn discussions took place to revitalise the
dormant Scottish Branch.
It was decided to make it a Private Lodge, meeting secretly.
As THE
THEOSOPHIST reported:
This renovated Scottish Lodge is somewhat esoteric in its methods - requiring two pledges from its members,
suggested by the peculiar nature of Scottish religious prejudice: (1) "Entire secrecy as to the name of any
person attending any meeting, the reader of any paper, or the office bearers of the Lodge." (2) "Not to attack
or criticise in any hostile spirit the exoteric creed or religion of any member or associate." We wish the
Scottish Lodge a glorious success, which the ability of its present managers goes far to insure.
The new President was J.W. Brodie-Innes who wrote that:
In pursuance of this policy a series of meetings took place, at first confined to the informal gatherings of a
few friends at the President's house where theosophic questions were discussed. We were exceptionally
fortunate in the presence, in Edinburgh, of Bro. G. R. S. Mead, now our able and energetic Corresponding
Secretary (who later became the General Secretary of the European Section).
During 1889 the Scottish President, John William Brodie-Innes, had published the following articles:
The Inter-Relation of Supernatural Phenomena
The Curse of Separateness
The Old House in the Canongate (1) & (2)
… whilst his wife (?) wrote ‘A Glimpse into Theosophy’ – F.A. Brodie-Innes.
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We shall see that in the next decade they were both to play a prominent part in The Golden Dawn and other
magical and occult groups, simultaneously with their roles in the Scottish TS.
That same autumn the British Section of the TS was inaugurated; delegates included those from the Glasgow
Lodge (did Col. Olcott form this on his earlier tour?) In any case by the summer of 1889 it was stated that:
seven lodges were in existence in Great Britain, viz., the Scottish, Blavatsky, Dublin, Liverpool, Glasgow,
Cambridge and London ; The Glasgow and Cambridge Lodges have since fallen into abeyance, this being
mainly due in both cases to the Presidents having left the locality.
In November 1889, Col. Olcott again visited Scotland and at the President's house delivered an admirable
discourse on the subject of " Reincarnation and the Law of Karma ", to a large gathering of friends specially
invited to meet him. He did not hide his views about their policies on secrecy:
Despite the liberalisation of modern thought, the old Presbyterian influence is still so strong in
the Northern Capital, as to prevent the very learned and influential men composing this excellent
Branch from openly avowing their interest in our movement. Their names are concealed from the
public, and admission to their meetings barred against all outsiders. It seems ridiculous that this
should be so, and I, for my part, if I lived in Edinburgh, would defy the bigoted public to do their
worst, even, if they dared, to burn me for a heretic, rather than submit to such moral slavery.
However, men are not all of one opinion as to these questions of expediency, and the spread of our
ideas goes on all the same, whether on or below the surface of contemporary society. The only
other country in the world where we have encountered the same state of things is Russia, where
persecution is the order of the day for such as dare swerve from the straight lines of the State
religion.
Nevertheless he went on to prophecy:
I had, and have, the deep conviction that, when the chains of narrow sectarian dogmatism are flung
off, a body of splendid philosophical leaders will step from Scotland into the European arena of our
movement, and push it on to a brilliant future. I am counting on that; it will come.
_______________________________________________________________

VESICA PISCIS (THE SIGN OF THE FISH)
In the Gospel of John, Jesus miraculously helps the disciples land a large catch of fish – 153 in all. The Pythagoreans regarded this as a sacred number, used by early Christians to represent their faith (see scene from ‘Quo Vadis’). In
this sacred geometry two circles, symbolic of spirit and
matter, are combined so that when
the circumference of one touches
the centre of the other they combine to produce the fish shape.
The ratio of height to length of
this shape is 153:265, a formula known as ‘the measure of
the fish’… a powerful mathematical tool, the nearest whole
number approximation of the square root of three and the controlling ratio of the equilateral triangle… used in the Bible, not
for dramatic effect, but highly significant symbolically.
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by Willis Harman

M

y hope is that people will re-examine their most deeply-held beliefs, changing the ones that
need changing. My fear is that they may not do it in time… When an individual life is in
real trouble, it typically takes the form of multiple problems – problems at work, a failing
marriage, health problems, financial problems, relationship problems, addictions, and so on.
Such a problem-laden life almost always stems from these deeply-held beliefs, primarily picked
up in early childhood. They are so firmly in place that the person is often not consciously aware
of them; for example, belief in unworthiness rather than self-esteem… or belief that the world is
a hostile place and you have to compete and get your share… or belief that fulfilment comes from
externals – wealth and possessions, record of accomplishments, relationships with important
people, reputation for altruistic acts, and so on.
Thus an individual life is shaped by basic assumptions, formed in childhood, about “who I am,
how I am related to the not-I, and what kind of universe I inhabit.”
Society is like that, too.
When it is beset with a host of global problems for which there seem to be no solutions – for any
one problem, let alone when they are taken all together – we may suspect that bad assumptions
could be the source.
Modern science is explicitly based on a set of fundamental assumptions that include the implicit
separateness of humans from nature, mind from matter, and observer from observed; the nonreality or unimportance of what cannot be observed or measured physically; and the ultimate
explanation of everything in terms of fundamental entities such as particles and fields.
From those assumptions derive other assumptions that underlie the industrial-economic system:
the goal of material progress; humanity’s exploitative relationship to the Earth and its creatures;
the primacy of economic motivation;
the necessity for continued economic growth and
consumption. Now we are faced with a host of critical issues and tasks that stem directly from
the successes of the industrial-economic system – controlling global climate change, protecting
the ozone layer, conserving biological diversity, combating deforestation, preventing soil erosion
and desertification, protecting fragile coastal areas from rises in sea levels, managing fisheries,
regulating manufacture and disposal of toxic chemicals, conserving fresh water, nuclear waste
disposal, and on and on. Programmes are put forth and politicians promise to deal with these
issues. But they are all attempts to ‘patch up’ the system that caused the problems. These
measures are bound to fail; they can at best ameliorate the problems and buy some time. There
is no solution without changing the underlying assumptions.
But to change deeply-held assumptions we have to change ourselves, individual core beliefs
about self and relationship to the universal process of which we are a part. If we are members of
a society that is addicted to control, exploitation, economic growth, and consumption, then there
is no cure for our global symptoms short of widespread change in those underlying assumptions.
Any one of us will encounter great fear and resistance to discovering that the present form of the
world economic system is essentially unworkable, and that the modern scientific worldview is
fundamentally misleading.
The only ultimate solution to the global dilemmas is through
admitting the unmanageability of the planet in the ways we have been attempting it, and
recognising the inner knowing and inner resources that have been denied us by our ‘modern’
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beliefs about reality. As I said, my most fervent hope is that people will re-examine their most
deeply-held beliefs, and change the ones that need changing. If they do not do it in time the
planet, Gaia, will take care of herself but there will be much human suffering.

S

peaking of mystical symbols (see page 7) Angie Brown of ‘The Scotsman’ (1/10/2005) reported on the discovery
of a MUSICAL CODE hidden in the Lady Chapel ceiling of Rosslyn Chapel, brought to light for the first time in
more than 500 years. She contacted the Scottish composer STUART MITCHELL who has spent 20 years working
on what he describes as a complex series of codes, which he claimed to have found hidden in patterns carved as
designs in 213 stone cubes in the ceiling of the Chapel, where one of the scenes in the film version of Dan Brown’s
novel ‘The Da Vinci Code’ was shot recently. Some missing cubes have been replaced (how accurately we don’t
know) and each one is said to contain these different patterns that form a medieval, 6½-minute piece of music
for 13 players, thought to have spiritual significance for the builders of the Chapel. It may be linked to the
magnificent acoustics to be experienced, commented on by many choirs that have sung here.
Unfortunately, Mitchell has kept the secrets close to his chest after unravelling the melody, which came about as
the result of his work on some stones beneath the Lady Chapel’s 12 pillars, that formed a cadence - one of three
types that end pieces composed in the 15th century, the time of Rosslyn Chapel’s construction. He says that the
music sounds to him like a nursery rhyme; nothing miraculous, then, but William Sinclair, the Chapel’s designer,
was an architect - not a musician. The simplicity of the music also shows that he wasn’t a very good player. It’s
in triple time, sounding like plain chant, quite common in those days. Three pillars also display carved angelmusicians, all playing a different medieval instrument, and with the help of his father, Tommy, Mitchell wants to
record the music on the instruments shown on the pillars. The piece was originally named ‘The Rosslyn Canon of
Proportions’ but they’ve changed it to ‘The Rosslyn Motet’, not a particularly good choice as a motet was always
for voices alone, not instruments. The ones seen in the Chapel include bagpipes, whistles, trumpet, medieval
mouth piano and lute, and the score covers two pages of manuscript. Mitchell, however, has only released a few
bars.
Now a new figure has arrived on the scene – BRIAN ALLAN, Director of Scottish Paranormal Investigations, and
he believes that the secret lies in something called the Devil’s Chord (an augmented fourth) proscribed by the
Catholic Church in the Middle Ages. Those exposed to it for long periods achieved an altered state of
consciousness, he thinks. He also believes that William Sinclair, being a Templar sympathiser, was using this
secret device to thumb his nose at the Vatican. Allan continues to experiment here, acoustically and with what
are called Chladni patterns caused by individual frequencies under scientific conditions. It’s all very mysterious
but we may learn more as the experiments progress. Meanwhile, Stuart Beattie, the Trust’s Director at Rosslyn
Chapel, looks forward to hearing Mitchell’s piece, saying: “We are always interested in anything which leads to
discovering the Chapel’s codes. However, the building has been frustrating people for the last 500 years and I’m sure
it will continue to do so.”
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THE MITHRAS MYSTERY
by Robert Brydon, F.S.A. (Scot.)

R

ecognisable Bronze Age petroglyphs and archaeological evidence of an Iron Age Celtic settlement
indicate an early occupation in the vicinity of Rosslyn Chapel, but there has also been a long-standing
local tradition that the present building stands on or near the site of a pre-Christian ‘Temple of Mithras’, or
‘Mithraeum’. This, of course, remains as yet unsubstantiated. Nevertheless, the concept led me to delve
deeper into the misty realms of pre-Christianity and its immediate Mithraic predecessor. Some surprises
were revealed.
Regarding the practical history of the Mithraic religion, very little is recorded and its spiritual and
philosophic character remain a mystery. The major reason for such a dearth of reliable information is
directly traceable to the 4th century A.D. Christian obliteration of Mithraic buildings, sculpture, art,
manuscripts and teachings occurred in an organised ‘progrom’ aimed at systematic suppression of the older,
widespread and rival religion. In the western half of the Roman Empire it is obvious that a 4 th century
attempt was made to eradicate every trace of Mithraism.
Most English dictionaries simply describe Mithras as ‘the ancient Persian god of light or the sun’. In point
of fact the ancient eastern cult of Mithras can be traced back beyond the late Bronze Age to a distant era
when the ancestors of the Persians were still united with those of the Hindus. Sacred books of both these
peoples, the Persian Avestas and the Hindu Vedas, celebrate the name of Mithras as a protector of warriors:
“Mithras wakeful and sleepless protects
The creations of Mazda and combats unceasingly
The spirits of evil. Those that serve these spirits
Will feel the terrible visitations of his wrath.”
In these ancient works Mithras is described as “The God of the Heavenly Hosts”… a sort of St. Michael - not
the Creator, not the Sun but somehow identified with the sword-like beam or shaft of light that emanates
from the Sun (the Solar body in turn being itself the product of a greater creation). The last great Mithraic
hymns of praise (yashts) in honour of Mithras and his goddess Anahita are known to have been written about
600 B.C. and a survey indicates that about this time the archaic eastern cult of Mithras had all but died out.
The prevalent religion of Persia soon became Zoroastrianism with its gods Ormazud and Ahriman (good and
evil) in constant conflict.
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The answer to the historical enigma of Mithraism must lie in making a clear distinction between the archaic,
eastern source and the later Roman revitalised version of the first century A.D., for between these two forms
there is a gulf of over 600 years! Archaic material relating to the original Mithras cult is readily available;
not so with the later western version, for it is here that a sudden dearth of information makes itself apparent.
One may conclude that the older form was of no particular interest or import to the emerging Christian
Church. Thus the question arises: was there perhaps a fundamental theological difference between the old
and new orders of Mithraism… a difference, perhaps, that posed the church some kind of threat from the
teachings of the new form? My own perspective on the mystery is that there was an eastern and western
version constituting an Old and New Testimony of Mithras.
To continue this analogy, the first 39 Books of the Christian Bible constitute an old testimony, an archaic
history of the Hebrews outlining their covenant with God, or Yahweh, and known as ‘The Old Testament’.
Our ‘New Testament’ contains the entirely unrelated teachings of Jesus and his disciples, a very different
doctrine indeed. (The earliest of these teachings are found in the letters written by Paul between 49 and 62
A.D.) The Christian New Testament contains little more than its historical roots in the Old Testament;
therefore, loss of the Old Testament may not have proved fatal to the advance of Christianity, but early
eradication of the New Testament would have been terminal.
In this respect, the 19th century French scholar and philosopher, Ernest Renan, commented: “If Christianity
had been arrested in its early growth… then the world would now be Mithraist.” He had recognised that a
new and dynamic western concept of Mithras had swept through the legions of Rome and spread like
wildfire some time in the first century A.D. It was from about 60 A.D. that the phenomenon of new-age
Mithraism erupted suddenly and spread so swiftly throughout the Roman Empire. All grades of society
were affected, the merchant classes and the ranks of the army and navy in particular. Larousse states:
“Mithraism was a personal faith emphasising the conflict of good and evil, the rewards of virtue and
punishment of wickedness in the afterlife. It became a serious rival to Christianity in the 2 nd and 3rd
centuries A.D.”
The historian Merkelbach relates: “The Mithraic mysteries made their appeal to soldiers and officials in the
service of the Empire. But exactly how an ancient Persian god found his way to Rome to be adopted by
high-ranking army officers, is still not fully known.” De facto, it is actually an open question as to whether
the new Roman Mithraic religion had any connection whatsoever with that of ancient Persia. Certainly the
improved new doctrine contained elements totally unknown to the old; for example, it is recognised that the
whole new theology was Neo-Platonic in essence and that Roman Mithraic teaching took its doctrine of the
fate of the soul from Plato’s philosophy. In this respect alone it constituted an entirely new religion,
although its founders remain unknown.
Curiously, the new western Mithraic faith was also well supported by slaves, a matter that can be deduced
from extant fragments of inscriptions. The city of Rome itself is still peculiarly rich in what is described as
‘Mithraic debris’, seemingly overlooked by church historians. The whole of the Western Roman Empire
has an extraordinary amount of such ‘debris’, resulting from the Christians’ destruction of all things
pertaining to Mithras. Thus we find that every Mithraeum had its vital zodiac carved or painted. Western
astrology originated with the archaic Persian cultus and was expanded throughout the Roman Empire.
Many Roman Mithraic zodiac stones were considered extra-precious by their owners and escaped the
wholesale destruction, having been hidden or buried. It is from these treasures that we learn that the Roman
Mithraic zodiac is more or less identical with that in present everyday use (see illustration on Contents Page).
Some of these zodiac stones are inscribed and their value as historical documents is inestimable; we learn,
for example, that the devotee of Mithras must try to free himself from the shackles of materialism, so that he
may ascend to the true Sun, symbolised by Mithra on the chariot of the Sun. This ascension has been
compared with the ascent of the soul into the Cosmos in Plato’s ‘Phaedrus’.
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Under the 4th century’s Christian onslaught, the light of Mithras was soon extinguished and churches were
erected in the ruins of Mithraic basements. Could there be a Mithraeum in the vicinity of Rosslyn Chapel?
Recent research on the spread of the cult of Mithras suggests that the earliest centres were located in sea
ports; then it is deduced that merchants and legionaries spread inland via roads and rivers, carrying their new
religion with them. Emanating from major hubs such as the ports of London and Newcastle, Mithraeums
advanced inland. On Hadrian’s Wall alone there are three known inland ones at Rudchester, Housesteads
and Carrawburgh (see illustration on page 12). Many more may yet come to light.
Only a few miles downstream from Rosslyn Chapel’s prominent position on the River Esk is the Roman port
of Inveresk, or Eskmouth. There, on a small height overlooking the river, stands old Inveresk Parish
Church. Built over the ruins of a ‘Roman Temple of Mithras’, it is still appropriately named ‘St. Michael’s’.

THE TEMPLE OF MITHRAS AT CARRAWBURGH (Illustration by Ron Embleton, by kind permission of Frank Graham,
Newcastle upon Tyne). Little can be seen of the nearby fort of Brocolitia but the religious remains in this 3 rd century temple,
discovered in 1949, are very important. Three altars still stand in position, dedicated by officers from the fort, the western one
depicting Mithras as charioteer of the sun, and a recess would have housed a relief showing Mithras slaying the bull, which was
probably destroyed by Christians. There was a hearth where food was prepared, also an ordeal pit. In front of a wickerwork
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screen was the statuette of a mother goddess. Twin statues represented on the east CAUTES (torch upright to indicate the rising
sun), and on the west CAUTOPATES (torch downwards to represent the setting sun). The altars seen now are replicas, the
originals are in the Museum of Antiquities at Newcastle University.

Mithras, God of the Morning,
our trumpets waken the Wall
“Rome is above all Nations,
but thou are over all.”
Now as our names are answered
and the guards are marched away,
Mithras, also a soldier, give us
Strength for the day!
- ‘A Song to Mithras’ by Rudyard Kipling

Mithraic Fragment

by Mary Anderson
he word ‘Theosophy’ was first used in the third century of our era by the philosopher Ammonius Saccas It is
derived from Greek and means Divine Wisdom (as does Brahmavidya), that Eternal wisdom which is the root of
all religions, which is indeed Religion itself. So Theosophy can be said to be religion, but it is not a religion.

T

Being divine, it cannot be understood in its depth by the logical mind or defined dogmatically in words. Theosophists
are not ‘knowers’ but rather ‘seekers’ striving to approach some understanding of Theosophy and, above all, to live
according to their understanding. Indeed, only one who lives a theosophical life can approach the Wisdom that is
Theosophy.
In our search for Theosophy we are guided by certain fundamental principles, which are not dogmas to be believed
blindly but universal ideas to be investigated.
The greatest fundamental principle is the Oneness or Unity of all Life – indeed of all, since all, even so called dead
matter, is alive. That oneness is not visible on the surface. On the contrary, our universe contains seemingly infinite
diversity. But behind or within that diversity there is Oneness, which is the origin and the very heart of all diverse
things and to which they will some day return. If we can conceive of that inner, fundamental Oneness and if that
concept inspires us, we are likely to become happier and more loving human beings, unable knowingly to hurt any
form of that One Life.
Another fundamental principle could be said to be movement. Everything in the Universe is in constant motion; the
very atoms are an example. That movement often takes the form of an alteration between a state of activity and a state
of rest, such as day and night, summer and winter, life and death. No state endures. If we realise this, we are less apt
to become depressed when things go badly or dependent on things going well. We become less attached to things, to
circumstances and to persons.
That all this movement is not left to chance but is governed by Law could be said to be a third fundamental principle.
The law of Karma or of absolute justice is often misunderstood. Karma not only ensures that happiness follows good
and selfless deeds and brings suffering as a result of evil and selfish deeds; Karma is above all our great teacher in life,
giving us many opportunities to learn. And it not only brings us the effects of our past actions but also gives us the
ability to shape our future by the way in which we act now. If understood correctly, it can motivate us, although, if we
do good with a selfish motive, in order to ‘earn good karma’ for ourselves, we shall reap not only favourable outer
circumstances, following our good deeds, but also inner unhappiness as the fruit of our selfishness.
The three principles mentioned here – Unity, Movement and Law – are not arbitrary. One may seek and find other
sets of principles, although the Oneness of all things will, in some form, remain fundamental. But even any such
universal principles should not be believed in dogmatically. They are ‘open-ended’. If we investigate them to some
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extent and reach some right understanding of them, they cannot become subjects of dogma. The more we ponder on
them in depth, the more we discover.
Theosophy is a voyage of discovery – the discovery of the true nature of all things – and the discovery of ourselves,
first of all of our superficial nature, our failings and weaknesses, all derived from a sense of ‘self’, but then perhaps the
dawning discovery of and approach to what is left when that ‘self’ no longer is: that very Oneness which is the SELF
of all.

What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters
compared to what lies within us.
- Oliver Wendell Holmes

Martin Lowe, the Organising Secretary, reports that he and four Scottish members attended the European Centenary
Convention in Porto, Portugal, last year where they renewed friendships with theosophists from other European
countries and were able to make new friends. The second Autumn issue of the new ‘Circles’ magazine was in full
colour and sent to other Sections around the world; feedback has been very encouraging. The Regional Council
continues to support financially the Scottish Lodges without their own buildings, and the Regional Association
contributed to the Tsunami Relief Fund. Whilst our financial situation continues to improve, membership decline is
still a concern. Work has begun on the cataloguing and preservation of our archives. Much material about our
colourful past has been uncovered in the process, including the report of the first theosophical meeting in Scotland
from ‘The Scotsman’ of July 18th, 1884, the first Minutes Book of the Edinburgh Lodge (1893), a transcript of the talk
given in 1953 to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the Edinburgh Lodge and a talk on the history of the T.S. in Scotland
given by Mrs. O. Bailey, one of the Pagan sisters. We hope to publish some of this material in forthcoming issues of
‘Circles’(see also pages 5-7). The history of the T.S. in Scotland is also being posted on our new website and e-mail
discussion group. We have been exploring the possibilities for closer co-operation with members in Ireland and the
Organising Secretary of the newly-formed Regional Association, incorporating Northern Ireland and the Republic, has
been invited to contribute to ‘Circles’ (see report below from Mrs. Marie Harkness). Extra copies of ‘Circles’ have
been ordered for Ireland to distribute to their members.
INVERNESS. Due to the fairly hectic lifestyles experienced by many members, the Committee are asking for
assistance in the running of the Lodge, to help it grow and to become more efficient in Lodge work. They have
produced a useful leaflet to advertise the monthly talks and to encourage the public to participate. It emphasises the
fact that we are united by a common search and aspiration for truth in our lives, rather than any belief system (see also
Mary Anderson’s article above). The leaflet then goes on to present ideas for consideration, which explains life as we
see it, and includes a column which gives a brief explanation of the Society and its objects. The programme for the
monthly talks at Maple Court Hotel for the first half of this year included ‘The Gospel of Mary Magdalene’, ‘Ba’hai
Faith Mysticism’and ‘The Da Vinci Code Revisited’. However, they may have to leave Maple Court if the hotel
closes. A Summer Barbecue will be held again in June, possibly at Anam Cara, the Retreat Centre at Upper Leachkin,
Inverness that takes its name from the Gaelic word meaning ‘soul friend’, symbolising a spiritual friendship not
affected by time, distance, or separation.
EDINBURGH. Recently the Lodge has been trying something a little different. Instead of having a speaker every
week, they now have speakers on alternate weeks and, in between, study/discussion groups, following a suggestion by
Radha Burnier. This is to allow people a first attempt at presenting a short talk of about 15-30 minutes on a subject of
their choosing. It has proved to be very successful, leading to questions and interesting discussions in an amicable,
sympathetic atmosphere. Public talks have included ‘The Labours of Hercules’ (viewed esoterically) by Gary Kidgell,
the Dundee Lodge President, and a fascinating lecture on medieval remedies of the past by Dr. Brian Moffat. Work
on the building has continued and the new Therapy Room, now starting to be used regularly, has been decorated in soft
blues. Plans have also been drawn up for the new kitchen, when we will have more surface area, a refrigerator and a
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microwave/cooker. Meanwhile, video showings and dialogues of Krishnamurti’s teachings continue, on a regular
monthly basis, at the YWCA Roundabout Centre at Gayfield Place.
GLASGOW. The Thursday evening talks at 17 Queens Crescent, St George’s Cross during the winter months have
been both popular and varied. Some members have been travelling far and wide, bringing their experiences and
knowledge gained in recent presentations. In February Ian Shane recounted his travels in the Orient, Tibet, China and
India. Earlier, Malcolm MacQueen gave a talk on ‘Standing Stones and Sacred Sites’, taking his audience on a
fascinating journey to the Ice Cave of the Leaping Bulls in France, the Val Camonica rock art in Italy, Viking boat
circles in Scandinavia and Newgrange in Ireland (a megalithic passage grave, dated to about 3100 B.C.), with
additional looks at the meanings behind the carvings on the Celtic Gundestrup Cauldron and the names of various
Norse gods.
Meanwhile Joyce Bunton’s ongoing ‘Course in Miracles’ brings further insights and teachings to
appreciative audiences, whilst Fionn Tullach celebrated the Celtic St Bride in February. Astrologer Gill Taylor gave a
thought-provoking talk entirely in keeping with themes which seem to dominate many theosophical meetings these
days, absolutely fitting for these times: ‘Working with Divine Will to Transform Consciousness’. This followed
another well-attended talk given by the author David Hamilton on ‘The Power of Thought, Feeling and Faith’. All in
all, a very varied and stimulating Winter Programme. Many other groups use the Lodge rooms each evening and the
extensive library has proved very popular, with members having recently helped to categorise the large collection of
new and valuable older books.
DUNDEE. A variety of talks took place this winter, at meetings held every other Friday in Room T4 in the Tower
Block of Dundee University. Visiting speakers from Edinburgh gave talks on ‘The Power of Positive Thinking’
(Christine Gear) and ‘The Da Vinci Code’ (Margot Daru-Elliott). Audrey Edgar from Dunkeld was welcomed and
offered some thoughts on Atlantis, whilst other talks included ‘Practical Tarot’ (Ali MacQueen), ‘Dragon Lines’ (by
Carol Ann who was featured in our last issue), ‘Soul, Personality and the Rainbow Bridge’ (Gary Kidgell),
‘Theosophical Poetry’ (Lilian Brzoska - see example on page 25) and ‘The Golden Bough’ (Iain Buik). A future
brainstorming session is planned to discuss a publicity campaign and to consider taking part in a forthcoming ‘Mind,
Body & Soul’ Exhibition in Dundee.
IRELAND. Marie Harkness, Organising Secretary of the newly formed Regional Association of the Theosophical
Society in Ireland, with Lodges in Belfast and Limerick, reports that members have been working together in a spirit of
harmony and friendship, gaining some new members as the year progressed. Mr. Derry McGrath is the President of
Limerick Lodge and Assistant Organising Secretary, and regular meetings are held in Limerick on Thursday evenings.
Ali Ritsema of the Dutch T.S. will be visiting Limerick Lodge shortly and all members are looking forward to Radha
Burnier’s visit to Belfast and Dublin in July, which should help rekindle the innate spirituality of the land. Plans are
afoot to organise the first All Ireland Convention and to start two new Study Groups, one in Dublin and the other in
Coleraine, N. Ireland, to accommodate some outlying members. The small Study Group in Cork has lost two of its
members, whilst Tony and Nat Bondar have moved from Limerick to Crieff (see Tony’s article on page 16).
EUROPEAN ACTIVITIES. The School of the Wisdom, Naarden will take place on June 15-21, conducted by
Trân-Thi-Kim-Diêu, EFTS Chairperson. She will examine Mahāyāna Buddhism and Jiddu Krishnamurti’s teaching
about Insight and the Nature of Emptiness.
The English Summer School will be held this year at Moulton College, Northamptonshire from 6-13 August and the
theme is ‘Living Wisdom’. The main guest speaker is Betty Bland, National President of the T.S. in America and this
year there will be fewer lectures and more interactive studies/workshops. Details from Colin Price, 50 Gloucester
Place, London W1U 8EA.
Unfortunately, we were unable to find suitable accommodation in Edinburgh in which to hold the 2006 European
School of Theosophy (better luck next year). So it is being given in Athens, Greece, rather than the Athens of the
North, from 14-21 October, with the fascinating theme: ‘Cracking the Esoteric Code’ (well, why not? - secret codes
seem to be on everyone’s minds these days, from the ‘Da Vinci’ one to a new Rosslyn Code – see page 9). The guest
speakers in Athens will be John Algeo and Elisabet Sahtouris, an American/Greek philosopher, biologist, ecologist,
and U.N. consultant on indigenous peoples, besides being advisor to the Institute for Future Studies. It sounds very
stimulating (further details in the next issue of ‘Circles’).
Next year the European Congress will be held in Helsinki, Finland as part of the Centenary Celebration of the T.S. in
Finland, which will be 100 years old on Nov. 17, 2007. The Venerable Prof. Samdhong Rinpoche of Dharamsāla has
kindly confirmed his willingness to grace the Centenary as well as the European Congress, The dates are July 14-18.
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In Iceland the T.S. continues to flourish, with 350 members and, unusually for such a small country, there are 7
Lodges in Reykjavik and 3 others elsewhere. Subscribers to their magazine ‘Gangleri’ number 700 and it is also sold
in bookshops (we look forward to doing the same). ‘Light on the Path’ and ‘The Voice of the Silence’ have recently
been translated into Icelandic. Following Radha Burnier’s suggestion, we are making closer contact with this Section.
International Conference of the Theosophical Order of Service, July 27-30, 2007. The T.S. in America is happy
to announce that it will host this Conference at its National Centre in Wheaton, Ilinois. Members committed to the
TOS, and others wishing to become involved, are invited to attend, at the same time participating in the Summer
School and Convention of the T.S. in America, which will immediately precede this Conference from July 20-27.
John Algeo, the International Vice-President, points out that next year will be the centennial anniversary of the death
of Colonel Henry Steel Olcott, the first President of the T.S., who died at Adyar on February 17, 1907.
Commemorations in the form of meetings, publications, and public announcements of various kinds are being planned
in a number of countries around the world.
The American Summer School’s theme will centre on Olcott’s
anniversary and his contributions to the world. This is an opportunity both to remember Olcott and to call attention to
his achievements. Dr. Algeo requests that a list be sent to him of whatever commemorations each Lodge is planning,
by e-mail to jalgeo@jalgeo.com or by post to John Algeo, P.O. Box 80206, Athens, GA 30608-0206, U.S.A.

by Tony Bondar

N

ataliya Bondar , my wife, was born in Ukraine, about 170 miles from the birthplace of H.P.Blavatsky.
Her childhood was overshadowed by the Chernobyl accident that caused Ukraine and its neighbours
to be subjected to radioactive contamination. At the age of 9 Nat developed, quite naturally, clairvoyant
vision. Fortunately her mother encouraged this psychic ability and it served them well throughout Nat’s
adolescence. For instance, she was able to look at fruit and vegetables to see whether they were safe to eat
or had a ‘black cloud’ of radioactivity, chemical herbicides or pesticides surrounding them.
At the age of 20 Nat moved to the U.K., where we met and were married. Later, in 2002, we moved to
Ireland to set up a small crystal retail business. It was shortly after opening this shop that Nat began a
research project on the therapeutic and spiritual qualities of crystals and minerals, based upon her
clairvoyant findings regarding their subtle energies. Both of us are familiar with theosophical concepts and
the literature, and much of what we have discerned about the mineral kingdom echoes the earlier
researches by the great pioneers. However, some of our conclusions have shown that many people have
misunderstood certain concepts.
The art of using crystals for healing is an ancient practice, dating back many thousands of years, and today
there are at least 50 books available on the subject. However, we noticed that none of them could answer
two basic questions to our satisfaction:
if a crystal or mineral possesses healing qualities, why does it do so and exactly how do crystal or mineral energies
interact with the health of the body and mind?
There were further confusing issues too, such as why some minerals have subtle energy channels extending
in one direction only, whereas others operate in different directions. Why are some minerals surrounded
with single ‘clouds’ of coloured energies while others have several different geometrical energy patterns
surrounding them? The more Nat investigated the normally invisible realm of subtle mineral realities, the
more questions were posed. She decided to explore the subject as thoroughly as she could to answer these
queries.
Her overall conclusion was that everything in life evolves inside a forward moving mechanism and that this
includes the mineral kingdom.
Life exists throughout the mineral world as a constant, evolving
progression, although invisible to most people. The rocks and stones that we physically see as inert, solid
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masses do indeed possess a form of life – though it is extremely primitive. It is easy to look at an animal
and see an expression of life but when we observe a plant, whilst acknowledging that it is ‘alive’, we feel
that it is not as much alive as the animal. And when you look at a stone, you generally are unable to
perceive it as a living being at all.
However, when viewed with inner vision; that is, with inner dimensions of reality (we prefer not to use
terms such as ‘etheric’ because people have their own ideas of what this means) a completely new world
presents itself. Nat reached several basic conclusions. She realised that all minerals, large or small,
possess several different energetic structures on different, if corresponding, levels of reality. The first one is
that which she has named the ‘Monadic Sphere’. Life in the mineral kingdom, she hypothesized, functions
in seven stages of evolution. At the very beginning, a tiny monad begins its life in a certain mineral,
spending a long time here, very slowly evolving by reaction to differing, subtle, environmental energies
surrounding it. With every reaction it slowly increases the size of its spherical structure, until a given
moment when it leaves that mineral and enters a new one to begin the cycle all over again.

Emerald Crystal

The monad has to pass through seven different evolutionary groups of minerals in its ascent before it can
leave the mineral kingdom and enter the plant kingdom. Within each group of minerals it must actually
pass through seven mineral types – some 49 mineral varieties in all. Each of the seven groups of minerals
has fixed, subtle, evolutionary functions. Nat named these groups the Attractors, the Reflectors, the
Breakers, the Balancers, the Transformers, the Capacitors and the Energisers, each one being relative to the
evolutionary function that the mineral members of that group perform. When a mineral monad is present
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in any one group, its primary evolutionary function is to react to different types of subtle energies relative
to that group’s overall quality.
Therefore, for example, Amethyst is a mineral that belongs to the
Transformer group and its major function is to convert certain types of subtle energies from one condition
to another by the action of its mineral monad. In this case it reacts to zones of strong subtle energies or
operates where those energies are incompatible to one another in the same location. A simple example of
such action takes place in a modern home computer monitor, which, to anyone with finely tuned
clairvoyance, is seen to be surrounded by a ‘dark cloud’ of subtle energies. This ‘cloud’ can be the cause of
tension, headaches and stress in the computer user, but by placing an amethyst crystal cluster alongside the
active monitor the ‘cloud’ begins to react to the new energy zone. After some twenty minutes, the mineral
monad absorbs the chaotic, subtle energies inside its various structures, forcing them through a unique
energetic management system. The result of this process changes the energies into a higher level of reality,
discharging them some distance away as a white, neutral stream of particles. Other minerals of the
Transformers group will perform the same action but amethyst is especially proficient in this process.
The mineral monad acts upon surrounding, environmental, subtle energies of different types in various
ways... it effectively absorbs them. But it also treats them in disparate ways relative to the evolutionary
group with which it is currently engaged. If we consider a single crystal, we find it is surrounded by
innumerable, diverse types of environmental, subtle energies. The monad admits some varieties of these
into the crystal’s energetic structure, where they will undergo changes before being released to the ‘outside
world’ as ‘mineral energy’. Therefore, every mineral can be understood to ‘express’ a specific type of
subtle energy.
Many people have assumed that a crystal has a healing quality because of its chemical element foundation,
its colour or even its name. Thus, some people have assumed Moonstone has similar qualities associated
esoterically with our Moon, whilst Calcite crystals must be ‘good for the bones’. Nat perceived that the
therapeutic qualities of minerals and crystals act on our subtle vehicles, which in turn bring changes to the
physical body and the consciousness. She defined the actual cause of the qualities involved, but such
realisation necessitates deep examination of the subtle structures of both Man and minerals...
All energies have a twofold nature; they can be perceived as having strong vibrations, also a frequency of
vibrations, and the subtle energies adhere to this ruling. If 5,500 different minerals exist, then equally 5,500
different kinds of mineral energies also exist. Each mineral creates a specific energy and all these energies
differ in strength and vibratile frequency. Encoded within them is a special agent called the ‘Element of
Harmony’ which acts to ensure that balance and equilibrium are maintained throughout all the processes
encountered by the energy.
Now we should look at the physical body. We normally see it as a complex system of bones, muscles,
tissues, organs, sensory systems and subsystems. However, it can also be seen as an incredible mass of
cells, quite wondrous in its organisation. Yet behind this physical vehicle is an equally complex energetic
system with various channels, sub-channels, threads and micro-threads within a vast variety of subtle
energies. Every organ receives a major energy channel through the appropriate chakra, and inside this
energy channel are the sub-channels, each carrying specific subtle energies to vitalise different areas of the
organ. The energies also carry an ‘information command’, or ‘programme’ for the organ to act in a certain
manner, and this ensures that the organ functions correctly. However, these ‘information commands’ can
become distorted or miscoded and this results in the organ (still doing what it is told to do) becoming
dysfunctional. This results in a deterioration in our health and the manifestation of disease or illness.
The human energies that have become miscoded have a specific strength of vibration and it is this that
actually defines which mineral is suitable for the situation. Where the human energy and the mineral
energy have similar strengths, they can interact. Then, when the correct mineral is introduced, its subtle
energy immediately begins to interact with those of the organ, but it is the action of the Element of
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Harmony, encoded in the mineral energy, that makes a difference. The Element of Harmony then begins to
re-programme the distorted ‘information command’ of the human energy and that is where change begins.
However, generally speaking the effects are relatively insignificant until the power of a thought form
becomes involved through any energetic exercise that the ‘healer’ uses with the mineral. This is why most
people using crystals to heal are actually achieving results only through the action of their thought forms and
not the crystals themselves – because more often than not the crystal’s actual vibrations are not compatible
with the situation.
With emotional and spiritual issues the situation becomes even more interesting.
Here the mineral
energies have an effect because of the frequency of their vibrations. All emotional and spiritual conditions
in people are a result of the changes of frequency in human subtle energies. However, here we discover a
seemingly unknown or little publicised energetic structure: the psychic Energy Structure. Just as we
possess a chakra system, with seven main chakras, so too do we possess a system of seven energetic centres,
precisely in the same location as the chakras but at a different level. It is surrounded by a constant stream
of psychic energy (some prefer to use the term Kundalini) which travels in between or around the centres...
proceding upwards, then returning downwards, making the appearance of a ‘seven times helix system’.
As the psychic energy rises, it ‘charges’ (increases the frequencies) of those energies within the centres.
This process provides human beings with the power behind emotions and thoughts. Mineral energies
have qualities to affect our emotional and spiritual conditions precisely because of their association with
these psychic energy centres and their specific similarities to the frequencies of energies within them.
Nat and I carried out many experiments, with the application of mineral energies under the control of
thought form exercises. Perhaps this was the most memorable one: whilst out walking in August, 2003
Nat sprained her ankle. It swelled up like a balloon and was extremely painful. However, she didn’t want
to take orthodox painkillers, so instead I placed a large amethyst crystal cluster near to her foot, then sat
down in a nearby chair. Despite the pain, Nat focused on the subtle reality of the situation. A ‘black
cloud’ of chaotic subtle energies the size of a football surrounded her foot. She then looked at me and
observed a yellow channel coming from my forehead to the amethyst. She then saw other channels
forming between the ‘cloud’ and the amethyst. I concentrated on the specific thought form exercise
suitable for this case, to command the amethyst to absorb the pain for ten minutes or so. Her foot was still
swollen but the ‘black cloud’ had become the size of a tennis ball and the pain was at least 75% less.
Finally, it is interesting to note that some crystals and stones that have been polished by industrial processes
(to make them more aesthetically pleasing and thus more commercially saleable) seem to become
energetically damaged or restricted. When people treat minerals and gemstones with chemicals or heat, it
frequently affects their ability to express their natural energies. Such processes definitely restrict either
entrance or exit channels of the mineral’s subtle structures.
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Calcite Crystal

MEDITATION, ART & THE ARCHETYPAL REALMS
Part 2 – Accessing the Archetypal Realm through Art
by Pat Preble
“When you are being creative you open yourself up to the Divine. When I see a vision in my head then I know
I’m connected and it’s blissful. I just know I am in touch with something greater.” - Wilson Idolyantes, poet

H

ow do we gain access to the archetypal realm? Actually we are always in contact with
it but simply may not recognise it as such (see ‘Spiritual Body, Celestial Earth’ by Henry
Corbin). If you have a problem that needs solving, be it a design question, a strategic plan
at work, or perhaps merely rearranging the furniture in the living room, when you sit down
and ponder the question of what to do you are opening yourself to the archetypal realm.
The place the mind goes to when considering possible solutions to a problem, perhaps
even formulating an imaginary construct, then playing a scenario to see if all contingencies
are met, is a place of energetic mental construction, Plato’s realm of Ideas. In his Oriental
Theosophy the 11th century Sufi mystic Suhrawardi named it Hurqalya and believed it to be
a numinously existent place. Much as the earth is the physical home to our body, Hurqalya
is the numinous home of the mind.
I once wanted to paint the Archangel Michael and my first attempt was an anthropomorphic
rendering.
I wished to paint a face that conveyed the strength, power and awesome
splendour and radiant light of the Archangel revealed in his full glory. This first effort fell
far short of that desire, but during that frustrating period the thought flashed through my
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mind that I needed to do an hour’s meditation every day, focussing on pure objective love
in order to fine-tune the instrument of perception, the heart-centre (see ‘The Autobiography
of a Yogi’ by Paramāhansa Yogananda for a discussion of how to generate objective love in
your heart).
After working with the love meditations for a few months, every once in a while an inner
vision would appear just as clearly as the landscapes of San Francisco’s Golden Gate Park
where I paint pastels of cherry blossoms in springtime (see photographs below). But in
this case the visions were made entirely of light rather than any physical form.

Fairy Glen, Golden Gate Park

Cherry Blossom

Near the end of one meditation session I saw a golden cloud emanating from an infinite
source of pure white light breaking over the darkness of the void. I felt it to be Archangel
Michael and a very real compositional battle took place during my attempt to render this
inner vision. The point of contact where the line of light met the darkness refused to come
into balance. In my inner vision the light was continuously moving outward. The painting
was a static representation of a particular moment during that movement. After a couple of
hours of struggling with the problem it occurred to me that by painting the void in some
trivial way I was crystallising it into form and the thought kept coming into my mind: “Let
no being suffer in darkness”.
I decided to wash over the area of this painting which
represented the void with the colour of afternoon sunlight over the ocean. With that the
compositional problem was solved. It was not the original vision and an attorney friend
said: “No, that isn’t Archangel Michael... that’s Genesis, Chapter One, when the firmaments
were divided.” Interestingly, instead of painting the Archangel I had somehow painted a
manifestation of the Angel as he played a role in the creation of the Biblical Cosmos. Not
the Angel, or is it? (see below)
Now I remembered the Biblical injunction
against making an image of God. I laughed
at not being able to make an image of an
Archangel, let alone God. Perhaps the closest one could come to such an image would
be rendering the entire created universe. But
even then that would fall short. There really
needs to be an injunction against making an
image of God because it cannot be done.
Perhaps the injunction is against becoming
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lost in a mental construct that diminishes
the potentiality and mystery of existence.

Genesis 1

of the crimson field was a sky of solid gold. I wondered: ‘Who am I to know what an
archangel really looks like?’ and set about rendering the vision on to canvas.
I still need to work at my painting skills. The first attempt at this image was flat compared
to what I had seen in my inner vision (see over page) and many questions arose. Could I
fully capture an inner vision on canvas? Is it lack of skill that defeats me, or could it be
that rendering anything in painted form will always be only a partial manifestation of the
whole? It’s true of the physical landscape. A painting does not capture the entire field of
vision. I could paint the same inner or outer vision many times, each time producing
something different, but never the full vision. I will have to try again.
My meditations continue. Each morning before rising I sit for some moments to consider
that I am a particle in the vast, connected universal quantum field. From that perception I
generate the strongest impulse of love and compassion my heart can feel and send it
outward as a blessing to the day, some days more successfully than others. One morning,
whilst basking in the bliss of the feeling of connectedness to the whole, I had another inner
vision.
I call it ‘Divine Love and Compassion Illuminating the Universal Quantum Field of
Particles and Waves’. This one I have not yet painted but I will share it with you in a few
words. To experience it, ask a friend to read out the following:
Close your eyes. Sensing the in and outflowing of your breath, let your mind be calm
and relax into the present moment. Don’t try to change your breathing, just become
aware of it and your body sitting in a chair. (Pause for a moment) Imagine a vast
space, a pure black void. At the centre become aware of golden reflections of light
like ripples in water. The source of those reflections is a golden radiance from above,
an emanation of pure Divine Love and Compassion. The ripples of light blend into
boulders on the edge of the water... dark boulders, black in the shadows which blend
into the void and golden on the surface facing the light.
Lately, when I go into the Park I wonder about the soul of life rendered into physical form
and appearing before my eyes, and about the form my paintings have taken compared to
inner visions, comparing that to the idea that perhaps here before my eyes is a rendering in
physical form of some vast and deep mystery. What is a tree and what is the observer?
The opening paragraphs of the Henry Corbin book mentioned above state that ‘the earth is
the body of an angel’. Later he relates a story from the Zoroastrian tradition, that before
humans were created there was an argument in heaven. All of the angels but one begged
God not to put humans on earth because they would destroy the planet. (Considering the
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current state of the world, ecologically, it’s interesting to note that this story goes back
4,000 years). Anyway, Archangel Michael and the Earth (now sometimes given the Greek
name Gaia) argued in our favour, saying we should be given the chance, because human
beings had an enormous potential for generating deep love. Meanwhile the Earth said she
was willing to sacrifice herself in order for us to exist. And here we are. Sometimes, when
walking, I tend to take gentle steps; I could be walking on the body of an angel.

by Alan Senior

I

n the illustrations above (again from ‘Quo Vadis’) we see Nero’s answer to accusations circulating
amongst Rome’s citizens that he was the real incendiary who set fire to Rome in 64 A.D.... It’s open to
question but if he was responsible it was because, in his deranged mind, he wanted to build a magnificent
new capital to be called, of course, Neropolis. A gods-sent gift arrived when someone in the court came up
with the suggestion that it was these “notoriously depraved Christians, with their degraded and shameful
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practices” who were responsible (see Tacitus: ‘The Annals of Imperial Rome’). So Nero arranged some
spectacular Games in the arena where these ‘criminals’ would be punished ‘with every refinement’.
But for many Christians Jesus had been a martyr, so to depart this life as he had done was to die gloriously
in his footsteps. Martyrdom was totally acceptable, to the annoyance of the Emperor who just couldn’t
understand it. But as Cyprian, a later 3rd century writer, put it: “The sublime, the great, the acceptable spectacle
of flowing blood quenches the flames and fires of hell by its glorious gore.”
These followers who sought
martyrdom were holy warriors in much the same way that Muslim extremists see themselves today. To be
martyred or to die a glorious death for God was to be guaranteed a place in heaven. They believed that by
suffering for one hour they purchased complete forgiveness and eternal life for themselves.
It all sounds very familiar – heavenly rewards for willingly seeking death through suicide, though two of
the Christian writers in Rome who advocated this ‘splendid and desirable fate’ somehow managed to avoid
it, like the ones who send young Muslims out to kill themselves, and others, today. But the Gnostic
Christian groups living in Rome in these times did not go along with such ideas, regarding it as ridiculous
and deluded to seek martyrdom as a way into heaven. “Fanatical extremists only lead the gullible to pointless
suffering with false promises,” they said. Spiritual enlightenment and not empty, futile gestures was the goal,
through meditation and self-realisation. To imitate Jesus was not to court martyrdom but to die to one’s
lower self and be resurrected as the Christ within... to immediately realise, here and now, our true identity
and essential nature.
H.P. Blavatsky echoed these thoughts when she said: “Christ is to be sought neither in the wilderness nor in the
‘inner chambers’, nor in the sanctuary of any temple or church built by man. For Christ, the true esoteric Saviour, is
no man, but the Divine Principle in every human being.” Then, as now, we can divide religious movements
into Literalists and Gnostics, or those who believe the scriptures to actually be the word of God (however
interpreted) and with a unique claim on Truth, and those on a quest for enlightenment – to experience the
oneness of all things whilst able to penetrate to the allegorical meaning in scripture (see Book Review on
page 25). As it says in ‘The Voice of the Silence’: “Before you can approach the foremost gate you must learn to
part your body from your mind, to dissipate the physical, and to live in the eternal. For this, you have to live and
breathe in all, as all that you perceive breathes in you; to feel yourself abiding in all things, all things in SELF.”
So real sacrifice demands, not martyrdom in some arena with false promises of bodily resurrection, but an
irrevocable surrender of the personal self to the inner, essential individual – the true SELF. Then the new
birth spoken of in esotericism takes place... bona fide resurrection when those imprisoned within the
limitations of body and mind are freed from the illusion of separateness, experiencing the divine and
immortal nature of the Self. But this turning inwards ‘to the light’ was a far cry from the mind-set of those
early ‘literalist’ Christians, absorbed by passing-time, impermanence, hopes and conditioned responses in a
world dominated by death and destruction, their eyes fixed on something that would never come. The
Gnostics understood the Jesus story as an initiation allegory but it was replaced by Literalism – salvation
only through belief in an historical Messiah (Christ in the flesh). So many imitated their version of the
founder’s purpose by seeking a sacrificial death, a ‘suicide cult’ with its eagerness for martyrdom, a way of
thinking which has unfortunately been mirrored by certain groups today.
______________________________________________________________________________________
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H

aving dealt with some aspects of the Knights Templar in our last issue it seemed appropriate to take a brief look
at one or two of the many books to be found in the shops just now, some of which have definitely ‘cashed in’ on
the current interest in ‘codes’, ‘hidden treasures’, ‘bloodlines’, etc arising from Dan Brown’s ‘Da Vinci Code’. So I
picked out two, completely at random, and the first one, ‘The Knights Templar in the New World’ by William F. Mann
(Destiny Books, Vermont ) is by an author who claims to be following in his great-uncle’s footsteps – a Grand Master
of the Knights Templar of Canada who gave him ‘the key to unlock hidden mysteries’. It concentrates on Henry
Sinclair’s supposed voyage across the Atlantic in 1398, and Nova Scotia figures prominently as a ‘hidden refuge’ and
depository for treasure, before the Templars spread further afield (Mann has written another book, ‘Grail Knights of
North America’). According to the theory, Sinclair became Glooscap, the man-god of the Mi’kmaq legends and songs.
So how valuable is this book, and others, for Canadian history? Mann makes great use of the Zeno narrative which
supposedly states that Sinclair arrived in Nova Scotia with several hundred men, but at one stage the author declares
that this may or may not be true. He makes frequent references to Sherlock Holmes (a bad choice because Holmes
was only fiction) by trying to employ the detective’s methods to piece together a story, with the use of sacred
geometry, allegory and archaeological ruins such as the Newport Tower. 300-page books like this one cannot sustain
a legend with so little to go on, so Mann wanders into ‘Da Vinci Code’ territory to discuss Mary Magdalene and the
Merovingian dynasty, the Temple of Solomon, the Priory of Sion, Nicholas Poussin and Arcadia, Rennes-le-Château,
alchemy and the Tarot, the Great Pyramid, astrology, even Jason and the Argonauts.
He often uses Von
Däniken’s methods (‘it is just possible that’ or ‘in all probability’) but later admits that ‘on the other hand, all of
this could be pure folly’ and ‘the purpose of this book is primarily to entertain’. Need I say more?
The second book, ‘The Lost Colony of the Templars’ by Steven Sora (Destiny Books) is little better from a factual point
of view. Oak Island and New Ross in Nova Scotia, Westford and Fall River in Massachusetts are all featured as
evidence of the Templars’ ‘successful arrival’ in the Americas in 1398 – an Arcadian refuge from rigid church
domination. He cites the maize and aloe carvings in Rosslyn Chapel (a genuine mystery) but like Mann he has to
stretch things out. So we have a lengthy but well-researched history of the Crusades, Constantine, Black Madonnas,
Columbus and Prince Madoc to contend with, before concentrating on the Sinclair expedition and the supposed
exploration of North America. Further speculation on the mystery of the Oak Island Money Pit, the Louisbourg
cannon and the Westford knight in effigy is offered before the last part of the book deals with Giovanni da Verrazano’s
search for Arcadia in 1524, to locate a Templar colony that might have been established on Rhode Island. Verrazano
found the ‘evidence’ he sought in Newport, but a second voyage ended in his being eaten by Carib cannibals! Once
again, all highly speculative stuff, which adds nothing to our knowledge of the New World. There are plenty more
books on the same theme but, to redress the balance, let me turn your attention to an article written by the Orcadian
(not Arcadian!) Brian Smith in the ‘New Orkney Antiquarian Journal’ (Vol. 2, 2002) entitled ‘Earl Henry Sinclair’s
Fictitious Trip to America’ (you can also find it on the Internet). Smith argues scathingly that the story is a modern
myth “based on careless reading, wishful thinking and sometimes distortion”, whilst the Zeno narrative is little more than an
elaborate practical joke, and the Newport Tower, Westford Knight and Micmac Indians’ Glooscap are scarcely worth
considering. A detailed, well-researched document which displays the great care needed to separate fact from fantasy.
‘The Jesus Mysteries’ by Timothy Freke and Peter Gandy (HarperCollins Element Series 2003) is hardly new but is
arguably one of the most important books on esoteric Christianity to emerge since our own Geoffrey Hodson’s ‘The
Hidden Wisdom in the Holy Bible’ (Quest). Rarely have I seen so many references (accurate ones, too) in a volume of
only 300 pages – 1482 in all, outdoing even H.P.B.’s 1300 or so in ‘The Secret Doctrine’. She is not quoted here but her
pupil G.R.S. Mead features quite prominently and there are other references to the theosophist William Kingsland’s
1937 book, ‘The Gnosis’, both of whom did not have the distinct advantage of this book’s authors with access to the
Nag Hammadi Library. Freke and Gandy have shown that there is absolutely no evidence for the existence of an
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historical Jesus but, despite the book being a best seller, it sadly seems to have made no difference whatsoever to
fundamentalism and creationism which are on the increase.
Cover-ups, destruction of evidence, forgeries,
persecutions and false histories have prevailed throughout church history. But now, more than ever, it is time for
bigotry, literalism, blind faith and dogmas to be replaced with the realisation that only a thorough knowledge of the
Pagan mysteries can unveil the real meaning and timeless Gnosis, for those with ‘eyes to see’. H.P.B., as usual,
summed things up when she declared: “... no man, once he devotes himself to such comparative studies, can regard the
religion of the West in any light but that of a pale and enfeebled copy of older and nobler philosophies.” Otherwise, as the
authors say, “for more and more people today religion is at best a joke and at worst a source of prejudice, intolerance and
conflict.” I urge you to read this book, but don’t lay aside your Geoffrey Hodson or H.P.B’s ‘New Testament
Commentaries’ (compiled by H.J. Spierenburg).
Finally, I have a copy of the January/February issue of the magazine ‘New Vision’, produced by the Hamblin Trust
and Spiritual Sanctuary at Bosham, near Chichester and ‘dedicated to enriching people’s lives through positive
thinking’. H.T. Hamblin’s non-sectarian message was that if we learn to live in the Divine Consciousness then it will
be reflected in our whole lives. Besides writing a book, ‘The Way of the Practical Mystic’, he launched a magazine in
1921 which continues to this day under the above title. This 30-page magazine gives details of courses and events at
Bosham House, with talks and workshops ranging from ‘Astrology & your Health’ to ‘The Secrets of Atlantis’, and
there are many short, easy-to-read articles, many of which reflect the theosophical world-view such as living in the
Now, the Nature of Reality, meditation and Gnosticism. The magazine is well-produced, reflecting throughout the
Trust’s belief that by changing our thinking we can change our lives and, indeed, the World. Further details can be
found on their website: www.thehamblintrust.org.uk or e-mail: office@thehamblinvision.org.uk
- Alan Senior
OVERSOUL (1913)
The East was crowned with snow-cold bloom
And hung with veils of pearly fleece:
They died away into the gloom,
Vistas of peace – and deeper peace.
And earth and air and wave and fire
In awe and breathless silence stood;
For One who passed into their choir
Linked them in mystic brotherhood.

Twilight of amethyst, amid
Thy few strange stars that lit the heights
Where was the secret spirit hid?
Where was Thy place, O Light of Lights?

The flame of Beauty far in spaceWhere rose the fire: in Thee? In Me?
Which bowed the elemental race
To adoration silently?
– George William Russell (A.E.) (Irish theosophist)

G.W. Russell (A.E.)

by Surendra Narayan

O

nce the Buddha was greatly concerned with the endless quarrels, bickerings, divisions and discords
among the disciples; sometimes even an unholy rivalry occurred, to reach closer to the Great One. In
‘The Mahatma Letters to A.P. Sinnett’ there is a letter that refers painfully to such divisions, the polished
insincerities of modern civilisation and the wrangles and disputes in a particular theosophical lodge, whose
members professed to devote themselves to the most solemn questions affecting humanity. The letter
advised: ‘Let meaner natures wrangle if they will; the wise compound their differences in a mutually forbearing
spirit.’
There is a similar reference in the imperative to end all private differences in the Five Messages of H.P.
Blavatsky sent to the American theosophists assembled in late 19th century Conventions, where she says:
‘Many are the energetic members of the Society who wish to work hard. But the price of their assistance is that all the
work must be done in their way and not in any one else’s way. And if this is not carried out they sink back in apathy
or leave the Society entirely, loudly declaring that they are the only true theosophists. Or, if they remain, they
endeavour to exact their own method of working at the expense of all other earnest workers,’ and she adds
significantly, ‘This is fact but it is not Theosophy.’
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Human nature does not appear to have changed since.
We still hear of differences, quarrels and
consequent non-cooperation in work in religious, philanthropic and spiritual organisations, including
lodges of the Theosophical Society and its members. When someone complains about lack of cooperation,
it is often found to imply thinking and doing the way the complainant thinks and does. In the process, the
essential work suffers . And the cause of all the disputes and disharmony was also mentioned in H.P.B.’s
Five Messages – egotism, often appearing in very subtle forms. She cautions: ‘Self-watchfulness is never more
necessary than when a personal wish to lead arises... often dressing itself in the peacock’s feathers of devotion and
altruistic work.’ Quarrels arise from this egotism and a false sense of the self, which is an illusion created by
the mind and based on a sense of separateness, nurtured by identification with the experiences and debris
of the past.
The second of the Five Messages referred to earlier warnings that none can enter the Inner Life ‘save... in the
highest and truest spirit of Brotherhood, and any other attempt at entrance will... be futile.’ Referring to the Law of
Karma, she says that a strict account of our actual work will be taken, and the ‘wages’ earned will be
recorded to our credit. But as strict an account will be taken of the work done by anyone whilst indulging
in personal grievances, leading to hindering his neighbours from accomplishments. She adds: ‘Think you it
is a light thing to hinder the force of the Society, as represented in the person of any of its leaders, from doing its
appointed work? So, surely as there is a karmic power behind the Society, will that power exact the account for its
hindrance, and he is a rash and ignorant man who opposes his puny self to it in the execution of its appointed task.
Thus, ‘Union is Strength’ and private differences must be sunk in united work...’
But this does not imply absolute and blind conformity, for the same message says that we must work in our
own way, but without forcing our ideas of how to work upon our neighbours. Agree to disagree over the
details, but work in strict unison for the main object as laid down in the Society’s Rules. But if quarrels,
disputes and divisions based on ignorance of the true nature of life, all rooted in egotism, have lasted for
thousands of years, is there any hope of improvement? Is there any purpose in working for a nobler
consciousness to be developed in humanity? The answer was given by the Mahatmas to A.P. Sinnett, and
stressed explicitly: ‘We will not allow ourselves to be baffled in our philanthropic attempts until that day when the
foundations of a new continent of thought are so firmly built that no amount of opposition and ignorant malice... will
prevail.’
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